Across
1. Root, as a fan
6. Cold weather coat
11. Doubting noises
14. Enough to spare
15. It's worn above 6A
16. "Don't delay!"
17. "Ta-da!"
18. "They say that..."
19. Capt.'s prediction
20. Big strings
22. Destiny
24. Apt name for a cook?
26. Many, many years
27. Long-short-short's, to a poet
28. Famous Mother of Calcutta
30. ß's
31. Sweat it up
32. Wyoming's Grand ___ National Park
33. Bus. execs
36. Students' goals
39. Yahoo! competitor
40. Have faith in
41. Jollity
42. Lead on
43. Burning need
44. Patio relative
47. College student lack, often
48. Feel sick
49. Some, but not a lot
50. Cease and ___
52. Pig haven
53. Bright-eyed
55. "The city of a thousand minarets"
58. Everyday college activity (Abbr.)
59. Female relative

60. Loud, as a crowd
61. "Just the Way You ___" (Bruno Mars song)
62. Epic journeys
63. Kids, in Colombia

Down
1. Warrior's foe
2. Medical insurance grp.
3. Foodie
4. Competitor of Vogue
5. Bathroom shower?
6. Particle named for a letter
7. Cries heard in Hamburg
8. Singer Carly ___ Jepsen
9. Source of the loudest sound heard by human ears
10. Like Beyoncé and Michael Jordan
11. Them
12. Valet's place
13. Smacks, as a bug
14. Hawaii's Mauna ___
15. Randolph and Division: Abbr.
16. Boiled water
17. Lone Star state
18. Coup ___
19. Historical period
20. Savage
21. Grayish brown
22. Flux
23. Father: Prefix
24. Region south of the Sahara
25. It's made for lolling
26. Watson and AlphaGo, e.g.
27. "___ dat"
28. Prosecutors, for short
29. Company led by Elon Musk
30. Key also known as "return"
31. Rolls' partner, re. 47A
32. Goddess of agriculture
33. Delhi dress
34. "You don't say!"
35. 1990's Indian P.M.